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MULTIPLE DWELLING UNIT ENCLOSURES

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

14" MDU Enclosure EN1485  14" H x 14.25" W x  
    3.6" D  

 

Designed specifically for the fiber to the home 
(FTTH) and MDU markets, this 14” enclosure 
features a large array of knockouts  and new 
endcaps that allow you to easily hook conduits to 
the top and bottom of the enclosure.
 

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

20" MDU Enclosure EN2085  20" H x 14.25" W x  
     3.6" D

Engineered to meet the demands of the MDU 
market this enclosure accommodates up to seven 
conduits which can each be dedicated to specific 
data, video, and telephone applications. It also 
enables room for the ONT and battery backups 
and allows cables to be run from one enclosure 
to another.

   

NEW!

NEW!

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

28" MDU Enclosure EN2885  28" H x 14.25" W x  
     3.6" D

Perfect for MDU applications, this 28” enclosure 
accommodates up to seven conduits which can 
each be dedicated to specific data, video, and 
telephone applications. It also enables room for 
the ONT and battery backups and allows cables to 
be run from one enclosure to another.

   

NEW!

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

42" MDU Enclosure EN4285  42" H x 14.25" W x  
     3.6" D

Designed for MDU and FTTH installations, this 42” 
enclosure features new top and bottom end caps. 
It includes five double concentric knockouts on top 
and one double concentric knockout on the  
bottom. It also includes one standard 1-inch 
knockout on the bottom. Two of the knockouts are 
aligned between top and bottom.

NEW!

CONCRETE ENCLOSURES

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

20” Rough-In Enclosure F7505  19.5" H x 14.2" W x  
    4.6" D 
  

 

This rough-in enclosure features a rugged, more 
durable grade of steel to withstand concrete 
pour.  It includes a front-mounting flange for 
better alignment and prevention of rotation 
along with slots for cover mounting to ensure 
level installation. The enclosure also includes 
angled mounts for snap-in modules and provides 
optimum work room, easy visibility and fast, 
simple connection points.  
 

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

Wing Mounting Bracket for 20” Enclosure F7752  11.4" H x 14.2" W x 
     3.3" D

Bracket enables trim-out of concrete enclosure 
and allows mounting of 11 single-size modules.  
The mounting wing utilizes module knockouts to 
give the installation a finished and polished look.   

PRODUCT PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

26” Rough-In Enclosure F7507   26" H x 19.1" W x  
     3.6" D 
 
 

36” Rough-In Enclosure F7506    36" H x 19.1" W x 
     3.6" D 
 
 

Flat Cover for 20” Enclosure F8031 Flat metal cover protects the contents of the  22" H x 17" W 
   20” enclosure. 
 
 

Wing Mounting Bracket for 26” and 36” Enclosures F7754 Designed to mount all of the modules needed in a 11.3" H x 18.9" W x 
   26” or 36” enclosure. 3.2" D

Half Wing Mounting Bracket for 26” Enclosure F7756 Mounts all modules required for a basic structured  6.8" H x 18.9" W x 
   wiring system. 3.2" D

Hinged Cover for 20” Enclosure F8030 Durable hinged metal cover protects the contents of  22" H x 17" W 
   the 20” enclosure. 

Hinged Cover for 36” Enclosure F8032 Hinged metal cover protects the 36” enclosure. 39" H x 22" W

Hinged Cover for 26” Enclosure F8033 Hinged metal cover protects the 26” enclosure. 29" H x 22" W

Hinged Locking Kit F8010 Replacement kit for hinged covers. N/A

2.5” Grommet Ring F2242 Increases wire protection in enclosure cable openings. N/A

CONCRETE ENCLOSURES

Made of durable 16-gauge steel to withstand 
concrete pour, this enclosure features a  
front-mounted flange for better alignment and 
rotation prevention.

Designed to meet the networking needs of 
concrete homes of any size, the 36” enclosure 
includes rugged, durable construction with room to 
accommodate more cable drops.


